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The reluctant humanitarian hero  
French politician, activist and co-founder of Medecins Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without 
Borders), Dr Bernard Kouchner is not in the business for the glory. One is humbled by his 

lifelong mission to save lives and ensure everyone has the right to medical care, 
finds SURAYA AL-ATTAS. 

DR BERNARD 
Kouchner has no 
time for niceties. 
He’s too busy saving 
the world to bother 
with such banalities. 

If you happen to be a victim of 
circumstances or miscommunication 
in your effort to reach him, then it’s 
your tough luck. For Dr Kouchner has 
little patience for something as dull 
as glitches and snafus. Try explaining 
yourself away and you’d likely be on 
the receiving end of his sharp tongue.

As grandfatherly and kindly as 
he might come across at the first 
encounter, the 74-year-old French 
politician, activist and co-founder 
of Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 
– also known as Doctors Without 
Borders – didn’t get to be where he is 
today by being overly mindful of his Ps 
and Qs.  

There are many things Dr Kouchner 
doesn’t care to talk about – himself, 
for one. But steer him to his favourite 
subject – his work – and the passion 
comes through loud and clear. Pin him 
down for his view on the longstanding 
debate as to whether humanitarian 
efforts and politics should go hand-
in-hand and he will give you a list of reasons why it should. 
Aah… so you’ve touched a nerve.

(For the record, Dr Kouchner has held several ministerial 
positions in the French government, having been the 
Health Minister twice – from 1992 to 1993, under president 
Francois Mitterrand, and from 1997-1999, under president 
Jacques Chirac; as well as Minister of Foreign and 
European Affairs between 2007 and 2010, under president 
Nicolas Sarkozy). 

“You cannot separate humanitarian medicine, 
emergency medicine and politics but not politics in the 
vulgar sense of the word. It’s not about waiting for the 
bomb (to explode) so you can take care of the people who 
are being bombed or welcoming starvation in order to take 
care of the starved.

“Ideologically and morally, medicine and politics should 
be able to work together, at the very least. I don’t expect 
a humanitarian to go to war or kill people but if you want 
to help somebody in, say, Syria, you have to be involved 
in politics because it means having to cross the border. 
Borders are made not to be crossed. 

“But crossing the border illegally to take care of 
somebody who needs you, then that’s politics… in a human 
and sensitive sense of the word. 

“You do it because you regard human beings as the same 
from both sides of the divide or because you believe that 
suffering is suffering no matter what the skin colour. That’s 
the whole purpose of Doctors Without Borders,” said Dr 
Kouchner when met in Putrajaya, where he was one of the 
speakers at the World Marketing Summit, recently.

His detractors, particularly from the very organisation he 
co-founded, don’t share his sentiments, though. In fact, in 
May 2007, soon after Dr Kouchner was appointed Minister 
of Foreign and European Affairs, MSF went so far as to 
issue a statement to clarify its association with him. Among 
others, a few days after Dr Kouchner’s appointment, MSF 
noted:

“…a potential confusion between his new responsibilities 
and the role he has played in humanitarian organisations 
such as MSF. The mixing of politics and humanitarian 
action is fundamentally prejudicial to our activities and to 
the deployment of impartial and independent assistance 
on the field. In such contexts as conflicts, it may be 
particularly dangerous.

“This is why we consider it fundamental to clarify the 
relations between Dr Kouchner and MSF, and to reassert 
our independence towards the French authorities and any 
other political power.”

Dr Kouchner, who left the organisation in 1979, was not 
in the least perturbed though.  “I don’t care about what 
they think. I only care about the victims. Ask the victims 
and they will say that they’re in favour of humanitarian 
intervention.

“A doctor is only interested in satisfying his patients; of 
course their families or people living on the other side of 
the world are entitled to their opinions but doctors have to 
respond to the demands of their patients first.”

Arguably the first person to challenge the Red Cross’ 
stance of neutrality and silence in wars and massacres, 
Dr Kouchner has played a pivotal role in international 

humanitarian efforts over the 
decades. As France’s Minister of 
Health and Humanitarian affairs, he 
had convinced the United Nations 
to accept “the right to interfere” 
resolution, and after devastating civil 
wars in the Balkans, served as Special 
Representative to UN Secretary-
General Kofi Annan in Kosovo.

A gastroenterologist by training, Dr 
Kouchner was one of a small group of 
people comprising French doctors and 
journalists who set up MSF in Paris 
in 1971. The organisation was created 
based on their belief that people have 
the right to medical care regardless 
of race, religion, creed or political 
affiliation and that the needs of these 
people take precedence over the 
respect for national borders.

In his eight years with MSF, Dr 
Kouchner had led medical relief 
teams into the worst disaster areas 
and bloodiest of war zones to offer aid 
to victims. Even after he left, he has 
continued to be vocal about human 
rights abuses. Today MSF, which 
received the Nobel Peace Prize in 
1999, is an international organisation 
working in more than 60 countries 
to assist people whose survival is 

threatened by violence, neglect or catastrophe.
“MSF is a much better organisation now. Doctors stay in 

the mission longer as opposed to the early days; we were 
considered lucky then to be able to get a specialist to stay 
for two months. Nowadays, they stay for a year or two.”

Then, almost in the same breath and with a slight smirk, 
he went on to say MSF runs almost like a political party 
these days. “The staff maintains power in MSF for years 
and years. But it doesn’t change my opinion that it’s a much 
better organisation today – it’s more efficient and better 
equipped.”

Over the decades, Dr Kouchner has received numerous 
awards and honours for his work, including the Dag 
Hammarskjold Award in 1979, the Louise Weiss Prize of 
the European Parliament (1979), the Athinai Prize of the 
Alexander Onassis Foundation (1981) and the Prix Europe 
(1984).

While there are many who don’t agree with him, there 
are just as many, if not more, who regard him as a hero. 
Former South African president Nelson Mandela was 
reported to have once whispered to him, “Thanks for 
intervening in matters that don’t concern you.” 

“Hero? Pff…,” he brushed aside in that typical French 
gesture.

“I’ve given away around 1000 Légion d’Honneur (Legion 
of Honour) awards. I have none. I was not looking for that. 
That was not my motivation. 

“But if you decide that I’m a hero then okay I’ll accept it,” 
he said with the first hint of a smile just as our session came 
to an end.
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DR BERNARD KouchNER






